Aloha my name is Royce Piiohia and I am strongly opposed to the desecration of Maunakea through the building of the telescope “TMT.” Our culture and people are who we are because of our ‘Āina. In the name of science and greed it does not give you the authority to do as you please. Telescopes for different organizations around the world sit on top our Mauna and yet you want more. When will it stop? We lose our ‘Āina everyday to greedy people and you are no different. Your pockets overflow with money while our people leave their jobs and struggle everyday to fight for what they believe in. Our eyes may have only been opened recently to this situation but you better believe they will not close!!

I know you will make the right decision. “No you get what you want, and still you want more. Kū kia‘i mauna!

Sent from my iPhone